Subjective Cognitive Decline May Be a Stronger Predictor of Incident Dementia in Women than in Men.
Subjective cognitive decline (SCD) has often been associated with an increased risk for subsequent dementia. However, sex-specific associations are understudied until now. Cross-sectional and longitudinal associations over a follow-up period of up to 13 years were investigated in a sample of participants without objective cognitive impairment at baseline (n = 2,422, mean age = 79.63 years). Logistic regression and Cox proportional hazards models were conducted. Women less frequently reported SCD without worries (p < 0.001), but tended to report more often SCD with worries (p = 0.082) at baseline compared to men. In models adjusted for age, education, cognitive status, and depressive symptoms, SCD at baseline increased the risk for subsequent dementia (p < 0.001), and this effect was less pronounced in males (interaction sex×SCD: p = 0.022). Stratified analyses showed that SCD increased the risk for subsequent dementia in women (HR = 1.77, p < 0.001), but not in men (HR = 1.07, p = 0.682). Similar results were found in analyses with SCD without and with worries, except that SCD with worries also predicted subsequent Alzheimer's disease (AD) in men (p = 0.037). At baseline, men reported more SCD without worries and women tended to report more SCD with worries. SCD in women was more strongly associated with subsequent dementia. SCD without and with worries was related to incident dementia and AD in women, whereas in men only SCD with worries increased the risk for AD, but not for all-cause dementia.